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Teachers need to use all their skills to manage whole class discussions. 
Young children often have difficulty in listening to their peers and show 
their impatience by jumping up and down or by insistently raising their hands.
Confident and articulate children tend to take a greater share of the talk time
than timid and less articulate pupils.

Certain rules need to be understood and in place. Teachers should remind
children when they infringe them. The chief of these rules is to stay quiet 
and still while EAL pupils and others take the time they need to think 
up an answer and respond to a question.

Successful whole class discussions with older pupils require the teacher 
to involve the pupils in managing the discussion. Older pupils are capable 
of understanding the need for guidelines that allow each member of the group
to speak. Strategies exist that allow the group to function without constant
teacher intervention about turn taking. One option is for each pupil in the
circle to be called upon to speak in turn. Another effective strategy is for each
pupil to have one or two tokens. These tokens indicate the right to speak.
When pupils have used up their tokens, they must wait for other members 
of the group to contribute.

The nature of the questions that a teacher asks is important for the inclusion 
of EAL pupils. Open-ended questions and the use of complex phrasing and
unfamiliar vocabulary are rarely appropriate for use with early learners 
of English. However, EAL pupils vary, like other children, and some pupils love 
to be asked questions. They show confidence and daring in trying to formulate
answers. This is particularly true if the questions are about a familiar topic and
if EAL pupils feel sure of their ground.

Other strategies contribute to the effectiveness of whole class discussions.
Teachers should rephrase the question if an EAL pupil does not understand 
at first. They can supply encouraging prompts and hints, or refer to a visual
cue, to help EAL pupils think up an answer. They can also reword the
contributions of other pupils in simpler English so that EAL pupils follow 
the course of the discussion.

Whole class discussion is an excellent opportunity for the teacher to model 
the process of higher-level thinking. Teachers can do this by asking open-ended
questions and by articulating aloud the thinking procedures that lead to an
effective answer. In this way, a teacher can model for EAL pupils the language they
need to have to be able to speculate, infer, analyse, gather evidence and so on.

Resource 23: Managing a whole class discussion 


